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Problems of culture research

The hard problem
acquire true knowledge about (human) culture

The easy problem
acquire better models of the cultural information space

⇒ exploratory modeling and model comparison in culture research



Wait a minute

This will not work for the humanities, because our objects are not lawlike
∼ nomothetic vs. ideographic research



Empirical laws in language



Domain-general paradigm shift

‘Increasingly, scientific breakthroughs will be powered by advanced
computing capabilities that help researchers manipulate and explore
massive datasets.’

‘From the dawn of civilization until 2003, humankind generated five
exabytes of data. Now we produce five exabytes every two days . . . and
the pace is accelerating’



Data-intensive methods

I New workflows

I New alliances (library R&D, computer science, statistics)

I Garbage in, garbage out (GIGO principle) is essential

I Emerging niche in data science industry for humanities expertise



A word on data

I Structured vs. unstructured

I Removes the qualitative-quantitative divide

I BIG DATA
I Volume variety, velocity & veracity ⇒ retired notion
I Cloud computing

I Size does not matter

I Humanities data v culture information space

Start small, think big



The mind of N.F.S. Grundtvig
http://www.grundtvigsværker.dk

http://www.grundtvigsv\OT1\ae rker.dk


The mind of N.F.S Grundtvig

I Danish pastor and liberal thinker (1783-1872)

I National identity and cultural heritage

I Productive for a long time (v 70 yrs)

I ‘graphomania’ (N = 962)

I Competing theoretical (qualitative) models



Anomaly detection

I Is there are transition (‘Kehre’)?

I When and how is the transition?



Existing models

I Extract abstract properties for each texts

I Ld = (Nlex/N)× 100

I H(X ) =
∑n

i=1 P(xi ) I(xi ) = −
∑n

i=1 P(xi ) logb P(xi )

I Test existing theoretical models (colored lines) on Ld and H(X )



Model selection

Three stage transition model
extended (gradual) transition with rapid information fluctuations
Bipolar disorder model
increase in information due to less repetitions and longer words



Further modeling

I Qualitatively model of Dr. Seuss’ Green Eggs and Ham

I RR recurrence rate (density of recurrence points)

I DET determinism (points on diagonal line)

I LAM laminarity (points on vertical lines)

I AVG average line length of diagonal lines



System dynamics



Ctext classification
http://ctext.org/

http://ctext.org/ 


Ctext classification

I Compilation of 96 texts composed over the period from 1000 BCE
(or earlier) to 300 CE (or later)

I Scholarly disagreement on meaning, genres and dates of origin

I Chinese Text Project



Latent Dirichlet Allocation

I Probabilistic technique for soft clustering

I Models each document as a mixture of latent variables ⇒ ‘topics’

I documents are distributions over topics

I ‘topics’ are distributions over words



Topics



Topic space



Topic dynamics



Date classification



Evolutionary information trends



Beyond text (is behavior)



Distribution of acts



Act graph



Stereotyped, yet flexible

I f (k; s,N) = 1/ks∑N
n=1(1/n

s )

I VR(n) = Knβ

I Structure is similar to language ⇒ empirical law



Cultural transmission

I Greater variation in young females

I Saturation in adult males and females

I y = αx ⇒ y = xk

I Principle of Least Effort (Zipf 1949)



In conclusion



I The exponential increase in data (and computing power) is starting
to impact the culture research v humanities data.

I New techniques for finding patterns in vast amounts of
heterogeneous unstructured data.

I Difference between qualitative and quantitative methods is
dissolving.

I Powerful tool for selecting between old and propose new models.



Thank you

http://pure.au.dk/portal/en/kln@cas.au.dk

https://github.com/digitaltxtlab

kln@cas.au.dk

http://pure.au.dk/portal/en/kln@cas.au.dk
https://github.com/digitaltxtlab
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